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Introduction
The Starcraft 2 the phenomenon is back and has now is even more 
exciting, complex and challenging. Trying to master the different 
techniques and strategies on your own may take you ages to acquire.  
Fortunately, there are starcraft guides available for all players in different 
levels – from beginner, intermediate and even advance. The advance level 
is practiced by seasoned players who have already mastered the basics 
with hours of gaming and experience. If you are not yet a veteran to this 
game, then you would greatly benefit from this starcraft 2 Free Report 
Guide. This guide will cover basic tips and tricks that both beginners and 
intermediates can apply to the game and master their way to becoming a 
pro.  

Choosing Your Race (for 
Newbies)

Choosing your race is the first thing you have to do before a match.  Your 
choice should be precisely based on the kind of gameplay method you 
feel is more suitable for you as well as the basics of the game in 
multiplayer mode.  There are three (3) races in starcraft 2 that you can 
choose from:

Zergs – this race is the most popular and they are always present in large 
numbers.  Thus, they can easily initiate a massive attack with a deadly 
force successfully.  One of the most popular strategies in SC 2 is called 
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“Zerg Rush”.  You mass produce an army of Zergs and attack your enemy 
with the force so huge to ensure victory.  The Zerg race has an 
unquenchable thirst for expansion and domination.  If rapid expansion is 
your thing, then you can join the Zerg race.  

Protoss – this race is also powerful.  This race use the Protoss carrier 
which allows them to enter the combat with high voltage current and 
explosive radiance. Their mothership also allows them to trick their 
enemy and attack them.  They usually have a small army as it takes time 
for them to build a unit, but each one is really powerful.  This is the ideal 
race if you want massive, powerful and expensive units to crush your 
enemy. 

Terrans – This race is a combination of both the Zergs and the Protoss.  
They are quick, smart and more advanced than the other races.  They 
have abilities like radars and scanners to locate enemies. With a high-
tech and extraordinary arsenal at their disposal, the opponents would be 
clueless as to what strategy the terrans are going to pull off during 
invasion.

The Economy
Starcraft 2 is essentially about management of resources, primarily the 
minerals.  The mineral is the main currency of Starcraft.  The primary 
objective of the game is to acquire as many minerals as possible by 
dominating more areas in the map.  The more you dominate territories, 
the greater your economy will become, and the more you can buy units 
and arsenals to beat your enemy.  Your economic decision will greatly 
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impact your failure or success in the game.  Here are some tips on how 
you can efficiently manage your resources:

 You need your workers (SCV, Probes or Drones) to always be 
continuously collecting minerals. Ideally, you should have 2 workers 
per mineral node and 3 for your gas nodes for every harvesting unit 
you collect from. You should gather as much workers as you can 
before mid-game. 

 You have to start building refineries on top of the geysers to collect 
gas.  

 Your resource nodes should always be stashed with your worker 
units.  

 Avoid floating resources.  Utilize available resources immediately to 
your advantage – start upgrades, supply depots, barracks, etc.  
Convert and expand right away!

 Monitor your unit count. To increase your limit for creating units, 
you have to start building depots/overlords or pylons when you are 
1 unit away from reaching your limit. 

 Scout on your enemy.  Along with building supplies, you should also 
set your workers to scout the territory of the enemy.  Scouting on 
your enemy early on the game will give you ideas on what your 
opponents are trying to achieve, and most importantly how you are 
going to strategically outsmart them. 

 Macro-Managing.  This means you need to be able to effectively 
manage all your resources, your unit buildings, and have control 
over your strategy plans as well as that of your opponent.  It is 
important to always make the correct decision about the overall 
strategies of winning.
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 Micro-Managing.  This is equally important as Macro and it is ideal 
to master both.  Micro involves controlling individual units in the 
battlefield to gain advantage over the opponent’s unit.

Tips & Tricks
Here are some general tips and tricks that you should know about to help 
you with your strategy:

Camera 
 Press down the left-click mouse button on the portrait of the unit 

for the camera to follow its actions.  

 If you want the camera to pan across the battlefield, simply press 
down the middle mouse button

Unit Selection
 Simply drag the selection box around multiple units that needs 

modification rather than selecting individually to save time.

 Press the shift key while left clicking on the units to remove or add 
them on your selected force.  

 Press the CTRL key and click on a unit to automatically select all 
units of the same type on your game screen.
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 Hold both SHIFT and CTRL and click on a unit to automatically 
remove all units of the same type on your selected force.

 To show the inactive worker units, the “Idle Worker” button (F1) will 
appear in the lower left spot of the battlefield area.

 To select all idle workers, just press CTRL and F1, or you can also 
hold CTRL while you click on the “idle worker” button.

 To add idle worker to your selected force, you can press SHIFT and 
F1, or just hold SHIFT while you click on the “idle worker” button.

 To combine selected units into a control group, just press CTRL and 
any numbers from 1-9; pressing SHIFT and the same number will 
add the new units to that control group.

 To move around between control groups, just press TAB and Shift-
TAB. 

General Tips

 Use the attack command and click on the ground to order an attack 
to anything within the range of your selected location; you can also 
press SHIFT while right-clicking the ground;

 Hold SHIFT to set a patrol path while selecting the waypoints.  

 If the unit isn’t in a hold position or in the process of attacking, it 
can be manipulated by other units.
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 If you assign workers to Vespene geyser before the building is 
complete then this will result to workers to start collecting gas once 
the building is completed.  

 To show the HP bars of all units on the screen, just toggle ALT.

Battle Tips

 When you hear the tactical nuke call, press the space bar to 
transport you to where the red dot is located.

 Be creative and implement some tricks against your opponents, i.e., 
you can launch a small attack by air and when your opponent has 
utilized their resources on anti-air attack, launch a massive ground 
attack.

 Rule of thumb in attacking is to always go after the workers, 
supplies and key production buildings.

 Albeit enemy units target the workers by default, continuously 
hitting “S” will lower their priority if you already have selected the 
workers.

 Attacking with a mixture of units than a number of the same units is 
more effective.

 Send your worker to scout on your opponent’s base before every 
match to get a hunch on their overall game plan. 

 Do not store your entire army into one Hotkey.  It can easily be 
devastated by the opponent’s spells such as EMP, psionic storm, and 
fungal growth. You can put them back together in one hotkey when 
they attack from different directions.
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 Concavity is important when in combat.  When you are attacking at 
the wide end of the choke then you are at a great advantage.  

 Keep in mind that there is no such thing (yet) as high ground 
advantage in Starcraft 2, so your opponents can still enforce full 
damage attack from the low ground.  

 You can conceal your units under the smoke and bushes so your 
enemies cannot see them unless he goes inside it.  

 Turn the health bars on to monitor the health of your units instead 
of clicking each unit.  

 Always take time to macro back in your base even during the battle.

How to Improve Your 
Game
 Review your game every after play by taking advantage of the replay 

button; if you lost the game, find out where you went wrong; if you 
won, find out how you can improve more;

 Try to improve your game by learning different tactics and not 
relying on cheesing alone.  Cheesing means using easy tactics to 
execute with fewer skills required.  

 Monitor your APM (Action Per Minute) Count and see how you can 
improve it using simple tasks such as using hotkeys or modifying 
your build order, etc. The APM is basically a basis on how efficiently 
you are building your empire and managing the game; you are 
considered a good player if you have a high APM.
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 It is also beneficial to familiarize yourself with the Hotkeys to save 
time.

 Starcraft 2 is a game with drastic and constant changes.  Do not be 
reluctant to change your strategies if need be; 

 Master the art of macro-management as this is also a big factor to 
having a successful game.

Closing
Starcraft 2 is a game that will demand a lot of versatility, creativity and 
cunning abilities from your end.  It is a complex game that will 
continuously challenge your skills and technical prowess, while at the 
same time stirs excitement.  This guide is created to give you basic tips 
and tricks to fast track your way to becoming a Pro with Starcraft 2.  
However, as you progress in the game, you will need a much more 
comprehensive guide that will cover every aspect of Starcraft 2.  
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